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W i n n T e c h n o l o g y G r o u p migrates to a VOIP solution to
provide seamless Business Continuity and reduce overall
communication costs.
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A bo u t W in n Te c h n o l o g y Gro up
For over 30 years, Winn Technology Group has provided global marketing solutions for
over 1,000 organizations in the technology and financial services industries. A key
component of Winn’s solutions includes a Business to Business call center for both
inbound (Help desk) and outbound activity.
T h e Ch alle n ge
Winn Technology Group maintained a 100- seat call center in the Tampa Bay area. Winn’s
call center was supported by an on-premise ACD/PBX . Winn’s call center location
presented the challenge of ensuring an effective business continuity plan (especially during
the hurricane seasons). Another challenge involved the increased expenses to maintain the
on- premise system: System maintenance, support, multiple T1/ local circuits and the costs
associated with long distance call activity. Winn was looking for a VOIP solution that could
provide seamless Business Continuity and helped to reduce overhead and overall
communication costs. A key concern in migrating to VOIP technology was call quality, as a
business to business marketing firm a compromise in call quality was not an option.

Why Al t o 9?
Winn had already partnered with Alto9 to help them develop and maintain their
software infrastructure, based on Alto9’s history with helping manage custom
software on AWS. Alto9 had the experience and solutions to solve Winn’s cloud
migration challenge.
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The Solution
Alto9 analyzed Winn’s challenges and objectives to help align the best VOIP solution
and configuration for their needs. Alto9’s analysis involved an assessment of Winn’s
current communication environment:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Current PBX / phone system environment
Call volume (outbound / inbound)
User network configuration
Current meeting solution(s) in place
Complexity of inbound call activity (IVR configuration)
Voice recording (DVR) requirements

Alto9 collaborated with Winn and Ring Central’s Professional Services Team to
architect a comprehensive call center solution that included a Cloud Based VOIP
System mapping all of the features and functionality of their existing system and
incorporating additional features to expand Winn’s capabilities.

The Benef its
1) Comprehensive virtual cloud-based call center providing the ability for workforce
to be anywhere in the world.
2) Integration of meeting software, eliminating the need for separate collaboration tools.
3) Lowered telecom costs over 20%
4) Reduction of overhead: Space, power, system maintenance, system contracts
5) Improved reporting and tracking capabilities
6) Solidified business continuity with (5/9 uptime) from anywhere in the world for all
employees.
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Client Testimonial
“Alto9 helped us through the migration of a mission critical component of Winn’s
solutions (our on-premise ACD/PBX phone system) to a Ring Central VOIP system). Alto9
finished Winn’s migration at the beginning of 2020 and the timing couldn’t have been
better. The Pandemic that impacted all businesses across the country forced us to move
80% of our employees to a virtual (work at home environment). This deployment was
quickly enabled by the RING System and provided Winn the ability to deploy employees
to work on-site, at alternate locations and from home, all managed from a central system
with 5/9 uptime”.
Geoff Swallow - Winn Technology Group CEO
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